MAKES QUEEN WILLIE

NEW YORKER WANTS HIS MONEY MADE INTO BUTTONS

OLD DOCUMENTS ARE PRODUCING THINGS FOR THE QUEEN.

A New York flapper, who is said to be a relative of the Queen of England, is reported to have been presented with a large sum of money by her relatives. The money was presented as a gift, and it is understood that the flapper intends to use the money to purchase a large number of buttons. The buttons are to be made into a large buttonhole for the Queen of England.

PLAN WAR ON WOLVES

Constitutional Plan to Kill All Wolves Who Are Virtuous Mammals Will Be Passed By Congress.

President Wilson, in his annual message to Congress, has recommended that all wolves who are virtuous mammals be killed. The message states that the wolves should be killed in order to prevent them from destroying crops and other valuable property. The President has also recommended that all wolves who are not virtuous mammals be killed in order to prevent them from disturbing the peace of the community.
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LITTLE WASCH "HOGGET"

Hogget That Ate My Angel--A Hogget That Ate My Angel.

MURDER II. N.--The news of the murder of a young girl, which occurred on the night of the 10th inst., has caused great excitement in the town. The girl was found dead in her bedroom, and the cause of her death is still a mystery. The murderer has not yet been arrested, and the investigation is being carried out by the police.

STEAL HOT STOVE FROM JUDGE

Judge Brown, of the Superior Court, was robbed of his stove yesterday. The stove was valued at $500, and it is feared that it may be impossible to recover it. The stove was stolen from the judge's residence, and it is believed that the perpetrator of the crime was a local resident.
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